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Experience the premier choice among Fort Lauderdale hotels on 
the beach, complete with its own private stretch of paradise. At 
Pelican Grand Beach Resort, we offer oceanfront accommodations 
and fun for every age.

Take a ride along our Lazy River or splash in our zero entry pool. 
Relax at the beach with our complimentary chairs and umbrellas 
while having friendly beach attendants look after your every need. 
Enjoy beachfront dining at OCEAN2000 or bask in the warm 
Florida sun on our large veranda set with relaxing rocking chairs. 
Our 500-foot private beach and brand-new PURE Spa 
facility are the perfect settings for relaxation and renewal.

Welcome







O K
OCEAN2OOO’s stunning dining room and veranda offer 
innovative cuisine and regional favorites, all surrounding the 
freshest seafood and meats in the area. The restaurant’s views 
are inspiring, over the dunes and onto the Atlantic Ocean.

Ocean 2000 Restaurant & Lounge



Our O2K lounge is the perfect place to enjoy your favorite 
libation and light fare overlooking the scenic, tropical pool 
and Atlantic Ocean. Come by and mingle with the locals 
every day during our Fort Lauderdale Happy Hour.

O K
O.2.K. Lounge





SWEDISH HERITAGE
The concept behind PURE Spa originates from the Swedish-
owned Pelican Grand Beach Resort and the dream of bringing 
the exotic Scandinavian feeling of well-being to Fort Lauderdale.

ATLANTIC OCEAN
The Atlantic Ocean plays a vital role in the creation of PURE 
Spa. Unobstructed Atlantic Ocean views from the 11th floor 
are described by most as “breathtaking”. We look forward to 
taking yours away!

DISCONNECT YOURSELF
From the very first blueprint PURE Spa has been all about 
telling a story, creating valuable memories, and finding a truly 
disconnected feeling.

FULL SERVICE
All departments at the hotel are working hard together as a 
team to ensure a great service experience as well as to fulfill 
our ‘PURE Promise’ to you.

Pelican Grand <br> 
PURE Spa





An old fashioned ice cream parlor reminiscent of the 1950’s 
will delight the kid in all of us. Additionally, The Emporium 
offers an array of coffee treats, gourmet bakery items and 
some truly unique souvenirs and shopping items.

Emporium Old Fashioned 
Ice Cream 
Shop





Creating lasting memories for you and yours... Whether planning 
a reunion, birthday party, or even a bridal shower; you can sit 
back, relax, and enjoy the occasion knowing that our dedicated 
Conference Services Manager and professional event team are 
tending to every detail. Be it an intimate beach barbecue or a 
large rooftop affair, your vision is our passion.

Pelican Grand offers breathtaking oceanfront venues, flexible 
and creative menus and stunning ballrooms with striking 
architectural details. Be assured that your event will be 
remembered for years to come.

Events





While visiting the Pelican Grand Beach Resort, be sure to explore 
the many activities and attractions surrounding Fort Lauderdale. 
Whether you have a passion for golf, fishing, shopping, wildlife 
viewing, boating, the beach or the arts, you’ll find plenty of 
choices to enrich your Florida experience. Rain or shine, 
indoors or out, there is something for everyone.

• Water activities

• Shopping

• Gambling

• Sports

• Music

• Theatre

Activities & Attractions

• Museum

• Historic

• Entertainment

• Sight-seeing

• Golf

• Spa
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